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ABSTRACT

The kernel function and convolution-smoothing methods developed
to estimate a probability density function and distribution are essen
tially a way of smoothing the empirical distribution function. This
paper shows how one can generalize these methods to estimate signals
for a semimartingale model. A convolution-smoothed estimate is used to
obtain an absolutely continuous estimate for an absolutely continuous
signal of a semimartingale model. This provides a method of obtaining a
convolution-smoothed estimate of the cumulative hazard function in the
censored case, an open problem proposed by ~lack (Bulletin of Informat
ics and Cybernetics 21 (1984) 29-3.5 ). Asymptotic properties of the
convolution-smoothed estimate are discussed in some detail.
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SMOOTHING SIGNALS FOR SEMIMARTINGALES

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X 1,X2,··· ,Xn be identically distributed independent random variables

with density J and a distribution F. The corresponding empirical cumulative dis-

tribution function (e.c.d.f.) is

Fn (x) = proportion of observations < x

1 n
= - ~I(Xi<X)

n i-I

where I(A) denotes the indicator of the event A. Rosenblatt (1956) suggested that

one might estimate the density by

•

1 x-t
In(x) = J -b w(-b-)dFn(t)

n n
(1)

•

where w is a function with integral 1, called the kernel function, and bn is a positin

parameter (the window). For a review of existing theory of density estimation by ker-

nel functions, see Bean and Tsokos (1980) •

A fundamental problem with dependent observations is estimation of certain func-

tionals of a "signal" process. In a recent paper Ramlau-Hansen (1983) focussed on the

intensity estimation for a counting process by means ~f kernel functions. He took as

an analogy the case of kernel estimates of the hazard function for a distribution F ('on-

centrated on [O,oq ; the hazard function is

et{t) = J(t) for t>O with F(t)<1 .
I-F(t)
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By introducing N(t)=nFn(t) and Y(t)=n-N(t-) , the number at risk at time t , and

setting J(t )=I[Y(t )>0] , he treated the kernel function estimate as

00
1 t-s A

Q{t) = b J W(-b-)d/3(s)
o

(2)

t

where 13(t), given by the Stieltjes integral J~(1) J(s )dN(s), is the nonparametric esti
o } s

t

mator for the cumulative hazard function /3(t)=Ja{s )ds introduced by Nelson (H)i2)
o

and generalized by Aalen (1978); and it is seen that (2) essentially is a way of smooth

ing the increments in 13(.) .

Semimartingale methods first came into prominence in survival analysis, where the

observations are often heavily and individually censored, and the theory for the LLd.

case does not apply. By applying the multiplicative intensity model for counting e
processes and stochastic integrals, Aalen (1978) demonstrated how it is possible to

model such situations and develop nonparametric estimators for certain cumulatin

intensities. Aalen's model did not incorporate more general jump processes or continu-

ous path processes. Questions involving these led to the study of inference for a sem-

imartingale model which includes diffusion processes, counting processes. gamma

processes, Markov processes, semi-Markov processes etc.

In section 2.1 we generalize to a semimartingale model of the form

where Aft is a locally square integrable martingale, and Rt is a continuous process of

bounded variation. Some special cases are indicated, and the kernel estimate for a(t)

"
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is introduced.

t

The cumulative process (3*(t) is J0(8)J(8)dRs where J(t)=I[Y(t)>O] . Since
o

(3*(t) is absolutely continuous with respect to Rt it is natural to look for an absolutely

continuous estimator for (3*(t) . In section 2.3 a convolution smoothed estimate for

(3*(t) is defined for a semimartingale model. Asymptotic properties of the convolution-

smoothed estimate such as asymptotic normality and mean square uniform consistency

are proved.

As a particular case we are concerned with the problem of estimating the cumula-

t

tive hazard (3(t)=J0(8 )d8 for a counting process by applying the idea of ~lack's (1984)
o

co.nvolution-smoothed estimator for the cumulative distribution function in the Li.d.

case when F is absolutely continuous. The question whether a convolution-smoothed

estimate for censored/dependent observations can be defined remained open. A solu-

tion is given in section 2.10 of this paper by applying the theory of preyious sectons to

the appropriate counting process.

2. SMOOTHED ESTIMATES FOR SEMIMARTINGLES

2.1 Kernel Estimates

In the interest of generality, consider the semimartingale model of the form

t

.N(t) ~ J 0(8 )Y(8 )dRs + Aft for t E[O.T]
o

where Rt is predictable and of bounded variation; Aft is a zero mean locally square

t

integrable martingale with variance process ~\f>t given by <Af>t = Ja (8 )dR8 : a (t )
o
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and Y(t) are non-negative predictable processes; o(t) is a deterministic unknown func-

t

tion (parameter); and the cumulative intensity (3*(t) = J J(s )o(s )dRs with
o

J(s) = I[Y(s )>0] is assumed to be defined. Ramlau-Hansen(1983) considered the

above model with Aft a martingale and Rt=t . It is of interest to note that

(i) the diffusion process model for which the kernel estimation is studied in Hasmin-

skii and Ibragimov (1983) is a special case of the above model with Aft =lFt , the

\\Tiener process, and R t =t ;

(ii) when AI is a local martingale (martingale) the above model corresponds to Gill's

(1980) (Aalen's (1978)) model;

(iii) when Q , R are deterministic and Mt is an appropriately defined locally square

integrable martingale then the above model corresponds to the extended gamma

process model defined in Dykstra and Laud (1981), with o(t) and Rt representing

the "scale" and "shape" parameters respectively.

Definition 2.1: Let w be a continuous function having compact support and integral 1.

and let b be a positive parameter. The corresponding kernel estimator for the intensity

Q is given by the Stieltjes integral

T
1 t-s A

Q{t) = b J w(-b-)d{3(s)
o

where i'1(!l={ J(s{.t~(s) ,the nonparametric estimate of (3·(t). •
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2.2 :Mean and variance 'of the kernel estimator.

Let

T
* 1 J t-s *a (t) = b w(-b-)d{3 (s) .

o

The mean of 6: , its variance, and an unbiased estimator of the variance are contained

in the following proposition.

T

Proposi t1"on 2.2: Assume that E J w2( t -s) J (s) d <A1> < 00 Then we have
o b }~(s) 8

EQ{t) = Ea*(t)

cr(t) = E[Q{t)-a*(t)j2

and an unbiased estimate of cr(t) is given by

0.( s ) d '( )
a(s)Y(s) "' s .

Proof: Follows from the properties of stochastic integrals with respect to martingales.

t

For a counting process with continuous compensator, <A1>t=J a(s)Y(s)ds, and
o

a(s) == a(s)Y(s).

For the diffusion process model of the form ( Hasminskii and Ibragimoy (1981))

dX(t) = S(t)dt + edH·(t) for O<t<T,

T

the Cencov estimate S(t)=Jw(t-s)dX(s) corresponds to a kernel estimate with the
o
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. 1 Sin (7f"ku) 2
FeJer kernel w(u )=-[ '( )] where k --> 00 as € --> O. It is easy to see that

2k 8m 7f"U

this is a special case of Q{t) above.

2.3 Convolution Smoothed Estimates

Here again we consider a semimartingale model of the form

t

N(t) = l\l(t) + J a{s )Y(s )dR" ,
o

t
as in section 2.1, where (3*(t)=J a{s )J(s )dR" is the cumulative process to be estimated

o

for t €[O,T] . Following Mack (1984) a convolution-smoothed estimate can be motivated

t

heuristically by defining :e(t)=JQ{u)dRu where Q{u) is the kernel estimate of a{u) as
o

T

in section 1, given by Q{ t )=J b
1

w ( t -s )d /3(s ) with /3( t) given by
o b

t
• ~ T

f3( t) = { Y(s) d.\ (s) .

Hence 'the convolution-smoothed estimate would be

t t T
~ u-s ~
(3(t) = J Q{u )dRu = (1/b) J J w(-b-) () dN(s )dRu

o 0 0 Y s

T t T

=(I/b){[~ w(u bs)dU]~~;~ dN(s) = { HT(t bS)~~;~ dS(s) ,

which exists for example when
T

EJ I f''2( t -s ) J(s) d"""",,1l1> <
• ..·.....H 8 00.

o b lJ.2(s)
where

t
t-s u-s

IF(-b-) = (1/b)J w(-b-)dRu •
o
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2.4 Properties of the convolution-smooth estimate

T

Let (3**( t)=JIV( t bU )J(u)o(u )dRu • Then we have the following proposition.
o .

T

Proposition 2.4: Let EJH 12( t-u) ~(u) d<M>u < 00. Then
o b} -(u)

(i) E~(t)] = E[(3**(t)] ,

(ii)

(a)

(b) An unbiased estimate of a2(t) for a counting process model is

T
c?(t)=JH12(t-u) J(u) dN(u).

o b }12(u)

In general (i) implies that the convolution-smoothed estimator is not an unbiased esti-

mator of (3*(t).

Proof:

(i)

T

E[~(t)-(3**(t)] = E J IF{ t b
U

) ~((U)) dI\l(u) = o.
o '} U

Hence the result.

(ii)

(a)
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Using a property of the Ito stochastic integral w.r.t. a martingale the R.H.S. equals
I

T
Ef HJ2(t-u)[J(u)jd<.A1> .

o b r"'2(u) u

Hence the result.

The proof of (ii) b is similar to that of (i); note that when the model describes a count-

t

ing process with continuous compensator <.l\1>t - f a{s)Y(s)ds .
o

Suppose we consider a sequence { N n } of one-dimensional semimartingales each

t

with the signal process of the form fa{ U )Yn (u )dRu • \Ve may for example think of N n
o

as the relevant counting process when the study population consists of n individuals or

Proposition 2.5: Let n -+00 and bn be such that bn ......0 as n -+00 Further if the

intensity Q is continuous at point t and if in - EJn(t) -1 uniformly in a neigh bour-

hood of t , then

(4 )

Relation (4) follows from the definition of (3**(t) , and by (i) of Proposition 2.4.1, and

by the fact that the sequence of functions { ll"(.i.=!:.) ) is a Heaviside sequen c(' l'lS
bn

n -+00 i.e. Under the conditions stated, the convolution-smoothed estimator is asymp-

totically unbiased.
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2.6 Asymptotic normality

In this section, we prove the asymptotic normality of the convolution-smoothed

estimate using the martingale central limit theorem proved by Liptser and Shiryayev

(1980).

Consider a sequence of semimartingales (Nn ) on [O,T] with a corresponding

sequence of martingales given by

t

Aln(t) = Nn(t) - J a{s)Yn(s)dRs ,
o

t

where (j (a{s )Yn (8 ))dRs ) is the sequence of signal processes. Let H n be a sequence of
o

T

pr,edictable processes such that EJH~(s)d<.A1n>s < 00 , and introduce
o

t

J.:fn (t)=JHn (8 )dA-fn (s). Then the following proposition follows from Liptser and Shir
o

yayev (1980), Corollary 2 and remark 1 .

Propo~ition 2.6: Suppose that

T

(i) for every € >0 J H~(S)I(\Hn(s)I>€)d<A1n>s -0 III probability where I IS an
o

indicator function, and

T

(ii) J H~(s )d<.Aln>8 -1 in probability when n -tX).

o

Then A)n (T) -1V(0,1) in distribution where N(O,l) is the standard normal distribu-

tion.
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1/' t-8Note: In a general semimartingale H n (8 )=n ~lV(-b-)J71(8 )Yn (8) , in the case of
n

diffusion process model I n (8 )=1 and Yn (8 )=1 and in the case of counting process

model for a life testing setup with n individuals Yn (8) represents the number of indivi-

duals alive and uncensored at time 8- and J 71 (8) in the indicator variable.

Theorem 2.7. Assume that

p
(i) (nJn(8)/1~(8)) '-'1/0'(8) uniformly in a neighbourhood of t as n .-.oq

(ii) the functions Q and 0' are continuous at the point t •

Then n l/2[in (t )-,8:' converges in distribution to a normal distribution with mean 0

and variance

t 1 t 1 <.A1n >sJ D.(t-8) -dQs = J -(-)dQs where Qs = lim in probability.
o 0'(8) 0 0' 8 n Yn(8 )

Note D.(t -8) , a Heaviside function, is the limit of "T( tb 8) as bn .-.0.
n

Proof:

Hence we can write

1 /<) t -8 J 71 (8 )
where H (8 )=n /-~V(--) , and

n bn Yn (8)
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t-s nJn(s) P 1
As n -00, bn -0 , W(--) -Do( t -s) and --- uniformly in a neigh-

bn Yn(s) o-(s)

bourhood of t , and 1.. is bounded in this neighbourhood; thus I[ lHn (t) I>c] -0 in
0-

probability. Moreover

Le. the conditions (i) and (ii) of the proposition are verified and the theorem is proved.

2.8 Mean square uniform consistency.

In this section we consider mean square uniform consistency for the conyolution-

smoothed estimate .

e Theorem 2.9. Assume that

•
(i) I n -1 in probability, uniformly on [O,T] when n -OQ

(ii) Q is continuous on [O,T] ,

. T In(s)d<Mn>s
(iii) nT/n(T)==nJ E[ . () ] is bounded when n -00 and

o } n S

(iv) 1-'1/ is of bounded variation.

Then

,.J

E[ sup Ipll(t)-P(t)f]~ as n-t)Q bl! -0, where O<a<b<T.
tf[a,b]

Proof:
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Since ll' is assumed to be of bounded variation, for the first term on the R.H.S.,

where V(H r
) denotes the total variation of lV. Doob's inequality for a submartingale

implies that

Now condition(iii) implies that E I sup d;.nt ~ dMn (u ))'1 ->0 .As in Proposition 2.5.
8f[0,T] 0 n U

conditions (i) and (ii) imply that the second term in (5) is negligible asymptotically.
-.J

Hence E[ sup l,Bn(t)-,B(t) F] --.0.
tl[O,T]

2.10 Example

Consider independent identically distributed death or failure times X-I'· .... ·. X n

t

with values in [O,oq and a hazard rate Q' , where F(t )=l-exp[-JO'{s )ds] < 1. Let TI •

o

.....,Tn be corresponding independent identically distributed censoring times with distri-

bution G . Assume that the censoring times are independent of the failure times .

n
The number of failures Nn(t)=:EI(Xi<t,Xi<Td is then a counting process with

i-I

n
intensity process O'{t)Yn(t) , where Yn(t)=l: I(Xj>t,Ta->t) denotes the number of

i-I

..e
•
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individuals alive just before time t . The estimate for the cumulative hazard

t

f3:(t)= f a{s )I[l~l (s )>O]ds
o

becomes the Aalen estimate

'S

•

•

individual. The corresponding convolution-smoothed estimate is given by

nt-X· D·
-"'lV( )) )
- ~ b Y (X·))-1 n n)

Now Yn(s) is binomially distributed with parameters nand [1-F(s)][I-G(s-)] (

Aalen, 1976, Lemma 4.2). By the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem, the assumption (i) in

e Theorem 2.7 is satisfied for t such that O"(t) >0, where O"(s)'= [1 - F(s)][1 - G(s-)].

Remark: The problem of the choice of window size may be attacked various ways. As

in the case of ordinary density estimation, one may derive an asymptotically optimal

window or choose a window which minimizes some compelling error criterion such as

the average squared error or the integrated square error. Marron (1985) argues that

this type of result is virtually useless in practice because the optimal kernel is a func-

tion of the (unknown) smoothness of the density. See, for example, Rosenblatt (Hl56).

Parzen (1962), or Watson and Leadbetter (1963). Marron (1985) proposes a data-

driven method of choosing a kernel.

Since experience with these methods is still weak, we can choose a window which gins

a reasonable picture of the cumulative hazard rate (c.f. Ramlau-Hansen (1983)). In this

connection, it is worth mentioning that if the hazard rate is a linear function over
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intervals of the form (t-b,t+b) ,then the kernel estimate will be unbiased. This gives

a weak but practical guideline in our choice of window.
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